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GLGI Participant

Dear Sir/Madam:

Re: GLGI Tax Appeal
Our Matter No. 0146142 JDP

We have been retained to act on behalf of a number of participants of the GLGI gift program in relation to
the reassessments by the Canada Revenue Agency (CRA) denying the donation claim. We have had many
inquiries regarding our representation and the purpose of this letter is to inform interested individuals about
the nature and scope of our retainer.

We are aware that the CRA is beginning to issue "notices of confirmation" to GLGI participants with
unresolved objections. The notice of confirmation disallows the objection and confirms the full denial of
the GLGI donation claim. Recipients of notices of confirmation must appeal to the Tax Court within
90 days or else they lose the opportunity to appeal the CRA's decision! and the amounts owing
become fully collectable.

We intend to lead a GLGI group tax appeal in the Tax Court of Canada. As we will explain below, this
group will be comprised of GLGI participants who did not accept the CRA's settlement offer and have not
yet resolved their notice of objection. Our retainer will include filing individual notices of appeal to the Tax
Court for each of our GLGI clients. We will then litigate and negotiate on behalf of the group as a whole
and attempt to achieve the best possible outcome in the circumstances for our clients.

The CRA's Initial Settlement Offer

The CRA previously made an offer of settlement to GLGI participants who had objected to the initial
denial of the donation claim. This settlement offer provided a tax credit for the cash portion of the donation

I A taxpayer who does not file the Notice of Appeal within 90 days from the date of the Notice of Confirmation can
make an application to the Tax Court for an extension of time to file the Notice of Appeal but the application must be
filed within one year and 90 days from the date of the Notice of Confirmation and there is no guarantee that the
extension will be granted.
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and full interest cancellation from the date of reassessment. We understand that many GLGI participants
accepted this settlement offer and many did not. Those who did not accept the settlement offer continued
their objections. We understand that the CRA is no longer allowing GLGl participants to accept the
settlement offer.

We have heard from many GLGI participants who regret that they did not accept the settlement offer while
it was available, especially in light of the lead cases in the Tax Court of Canada which were unsuccessful.
The settlement offer provided a significant reduction to the amount owing for the GLGI donation,
particularly as a result of the full interest cancellation from the date of reassessment. We understand that, in
many cases, the settlement reduced GLGl participants' tax liability by half or more.

The GLGI "Lead Cases" and the Agreement to be Bound

In 2015, the Tax Court of Canada made a decision in the GLGl "lead cases" of Douglas Moshurchak 2009-
3516(IT)G and Juarina Mariano 2009-3506(IT)G) to maintain the CRA's full disallowance of the GLGI
donation. We understand that prior to the decision in the lead cases, the CRA asked clients who had not
accepted the settlement offer whether or not they wanted to agree to be bound to these lead cases. We are
aware that some clients agreed to bound, and many did not. CRA is taking the position that those who
agreed to be bound by the lead cases have given up their right to appeal the CRA's decision further. We
plan to challenge this position and attempt to include GLGl participants who agreed to be bound by the
lead cases in our group tax appeal.

GLGI "Notices of Confirmation"

For those GLGI pmticipants who did not accept the CRA's settlement offer, the CRA is currently issuing
notices of confirmation. The notice of confirmation maintains the CRA's reassessment position which
denied 100% of the donation. Participants have 90 days from the date of the notice of confirmation to
appeal to the Tax Court of Canada. If a pmticipant does not appeal to the Tax Court within 90 days of the
notice of confirmation, they lose the right to appeal the GLGI donation claim any further2 and any amounts
owing to the CRA become immediately payable. lfthe amounts remain unpaid, the participant's file will be
assigned to the CRA Collections Department who may take legal action to recover the tax debt.

Clients who agreed to be bound by the lead cases are also receiving notices of confirmation. However,
these notices of confirmation state that the CRA takes the position that participants who agreed to be bound
by the lead cases have given up their right to appeal further to the Tax Court of Canada and they are subject
to the full denial of the donation claim as per the Tax Court decision in the lead cases. As explained above,
we intend to challenge this position.

2 See footnote 1.
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Group Tax Appeal Process

We intend to make a GLGI group tax appeal into the Tax Court of Canada. This group will be comprised of
GLGI participants who did not accept the CRA's settlement offer and currently have objections in place.

While the cost of proceeding with a separate appeal may be prohibitive to an individual taxpayer, by being
part of a group of taxpayers with a common issue and represented by the same counsel, the cost to each
individual is dramatically lowered. A group tax appeal seeks to achieve this result. Moreover, from a
strategic standpoint of applying pressure on the Crown to resolve this matter, being part of a large group
offers distinct advantages.

Goal to Achieve a Successful Outcome - What is "Success"

While there have already been cases determined in relation to the GLGI program, this does not mean that
the matter has been finally resolved. We will conduct our own independent analysis and prepare arguments
distinct from those put forth in the previous cases. However, given that the interest component represents a
significant portion of the outstanding tax debt (for those who did not pay the tax debt at the outset),
settlement which includes the interest portion only to be allowed, but not the credit for the cash outlay, will
still provide significant relief to participants. In that regard we have developed arguments showing that the
principled basis for providing interest relief in the original offer should continue.

When to join - should you wait until you receive the notice of confirmation?

If you intend to carry on with your dispute against the CRA we do not recommend waiting for receipt of
the notice of confirmation for several reasons, including the following:

I) we intend to advocate with the Crown to instruct the CRA to refrain from issuing further
confirmations to our clients. A portion of the fees described below include "filing fees" and fees to
prepare a notice of appeal to the Tax Court. If CRA agrees to stop the confirmation process, you may
not have to incur the additional fees. We obviously cannot advocate this for those who are not our
clients.

2) If we receive confirmations last minute and are required to dedicate additional resources to file them
on time, we may require an additional retainer. For those joining very late, you risk not having the
appeal filed on time, requiring a separate application to extend the time for filing. Taxpayers have one
additional year from the deadline to make the application. The costs for this will be significantly more
than the above described retainer and there is a possibility the application will be denied.

3) Tactically, the sooner the group forms, the sooner we can impress upon the Crown the magnitude of
the collective case against them. This may significantly aid in the resolution of this matter.
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How to Retain our Firm and our Costs

Based on the number of prospective members who we may be representing, we are currently seeking an
initial retainer of $900. If you receive a notice of confirmation we will require an additional $1,250
to prepare the notice of appeal, which retainer includes taxes and the filing fee before the Tax Court
which ranges from $250-$550 depending on the size of your GLGI donation. If you have already
received the notice of confirmation, we will require the entire $2,150. Of course, if individuals require
separate or additional representation and/or particular attention, over and above the group representation,
fUliher fees may be incurred.

If you wish to retain us as part of our group, please contact Ruth Goertzen vIa email at
rgoertzen@tdslaw.com or via telephone at (204) 934-2524.

Who We Are

Thompson Dorfman Sweatman (TDS) is a leading law firm based out of Manitoba. Iam the head of the tax
litigation department, practicing almost exclusively in the area of tax litigation and dispute resolution. I
have been with TDS for over seven years, prior to which Ipracticed Tax Litigation at the Department of
Justice Canada, for ten years, acting on behalf of the Canada Revenue Agency. Ihave appeared at all court
levels including before the Supreme Court of Canada in the seminal tax cases of Bastien v. The Queen, and
Dube v. The Queen. For my complete bio, please see the attached link:

tdslaw.com/jdp

Yours truly,

THOMPSON ~QRFMAN SWEATMAbL.ELP

Per: /~v
#

JeffD. Pniowsky
(_

JDPlrg
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